
Tuesday 21st April 2020 

 LO: To know how to respond to and analyse a short story told through film.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In 2013, Disney’s Pixar studios released ‘The Blue Umbrella’. It was created 

and directed by Saschka Unseld who said he first got the idea when he saw an 

abandoned umbrella on the side of the street in San Francisco. Him and his 

colleagues decided to take photos of inanimate objects around the city before 

putting together a story. He described the short as “a love declaration to the 

rain”.  

Over the coming weeks, we will be looking at how writers and animators from 

Pixar put together stories before writing our own. Today, we would like you to 

be look closely at Unseld’s film. You will need to… 

- Watch it and enjoy! 

- Recognise your own feelings at different points in the story. 

- Use question to help you analyse the film makers choices 

 

Step 1: 

Sit comfortably, relax and watch the film! Remember you will be answering questions in the 

next step so look closely… 

http://prettybird.co/us/talent/collaborators/saschka-unseld/work/the-blue-umbrella/ 

 

 

Inanimate 

Animate means ‘to bring to life’. 

The prefix ‘in’ means ‘not’. So if 

something is inanimate it is ‘not 

alive’. We often use this word 

when talking about objects. 

http://prettybird.co/us/talent/collaborators/saschka-unseld/work/the-blue-umbrella/


 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Step 2: 

You can answer the following questions however you want: in a notepad or on the 
computer. I have attached a separate document that you can print or type straight into if 

it is easier. Just remember to explain your ideas fully and use evidence from the film to 
back it up. You can watch the film back as much as you like, pausing when you want to 

have a look at something in more detail.  

 

1. Can you summarise the story in one paragraph?  

2. Where do you think the story might be set?  

3. What happens to the city when it starts to rain?  

4. When the music starts, how does it link with the story? 

5. How do the people feel when it starts to rain? Why? 

6. How does this contrast with the feelings of the blue umbrella? Why? 

7. Why do you think we never see the faces of the people in the city? 

8. What do you notice about the colours that Unseld chose to use? Why do you think 

he made these decisions?  

9. What do you notice happens to the sound when the blue umbrella first sees the 

red umbrella? Why do you think Unseld made this decision? 

10.  The colour blue and rainy weather are often used to symbolise sadness. How has 

this film looked at things a little differently?  

11.  Unseld chose to bring different inanimate objects to life throughout the film. How 

many different characters can you spot?   

12.  Have you ever looked at an inanimate object and imagined it was real? If no, try 

and do it right now! 

13.  Can you think of any other stories that are similar to this one? How? 

 

Optional Extra Question:  

14.  I saw a lot of similarities with the story here… 

https://youtu.be/fuYZ21R8-bQ 

Can you spot what they are?  

 

 

 

https://youtu.be/fuYZ21R8-bQ

